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BOOK REPORTS 
The Book Reports section is a regular feature of Computers £J Mathematics with Applications. 
It is an unconventional section. The Editors decided to break with the longstanding custom of 
publishing either lengthy and discursive reviews of a few books, or just a brief listing of titles. 
Instead, we decided to publish every important material detail concerning those books submitted 
to us by publishers, which we judge to be of potential interest o our readers. Hence, breaking 
with custom, we also publish a complete table of contents for each such book, but no review 
of it as such. We welcome our readers' comments concerning this enterprise. Publishers hould 
submit books intended for review to the Editor-in-Chief, 
Professor Ervin Y. Rodin 
Campus Box 1040 
Washington University in St. Louis 
One Brookings Drive 
St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A. 
The UniJied Comput4tion L~bor6touI , Modelling, SpeciJ~c6tions ~nd Tools. Edited by Charles Tattray and 
Robert G. Clark. Oxford University Press, New York, NY. (1992). 461 pages. $98.00. 
Contents: 
I. Modelling and specification. 1. Some mathematical thoughts on languages for data directed esign. 2. Al- 
gebraic alternative for compiler construction. 3 Algebraic semantics and monad theory. 4. An illustr,~ted mathe- 
matical foundation for ERA. 5. On the expressivoness of equational type logic. 6. Linear term rewriting systems 
are higher dimensional string rewriting systems. 7. Inductive reasoning for completing equations] oftware specifi- 
cations. 8. Term induction proofs by a generalization f narrowing. II. Formal methods in software development. 
9. Prototyplng and formal specifications. 10. Development ofmodular specifications by stepwise refinements u - 
ing the PLUSS spedfication language. 11. Software complexity measures, prograrnm|n~ methodologies, and the 
size of machines. 12. The implementation of Z specifications Im;ng progr&m trnmlformation systems: The SuZan 
project. 13. The systematic reduction of VDM specifications. 14. Experiences with , , ;ng formal specification 
techniques for operations research problems. 15. A survey of temporal logic methods in system development. 
III. Specification for.communlcation and concurrency. 16. Integrating &utomata nd temporal logic: A frame- 
work for specification of real-time systems and software. 17. Specification and derivation of process networks. 
18. Algebraic term nets: A formalism for specifying communication software in the OSI fr&mework. 19. Using 
LOTOS in the object-based development of embedded systems. 20. A data type specification for the process part 
of basic LOTOS---An axiomatic semantics. 21. Modelling of LOTOS spedficaticqas by Petri nets. IV. Program 
verification and development. 22. Modules and verification. 23. Program analysis by symbolic execution and ben- 
eralization. 24. Proving and developing concurrent programs--a small system. 25. Automated proof and program 
development. 26. Interactive automated verification of functional progrmnmlng languages. 27. Theorem proving 
and program synthesis with Oyster. 28. The PICT system. 29. An interactive tool for deriving correct programs. 
B~sic Stgtistic~l Comp~ting, Second Edition. By D. Cooke, A. H. Craven and G. M. Clarke. Hodder & Stoughton, 
London. (1990). 178 pages. £13.99. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction. 2 Some general principles. 3. Sorting and ranking. 4. Inspection and summary of data using 
tables. 5. Inspection and summary of data using graphical methods. 6. Computation of variance and correlation 
coetilcionts. 7. Simulation. 8. Probability functions of randcen variables. 9. Generation of random samples from 
non--n;form distributions. 10. Significance tests and confidonce intervals. 11. Regresdon. 12. Analysis of variance. 
Appcmdices. A. Using the algorithms in this book. B. Solving s set of linear equations. C. Studont data set. 
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$1) Model Recolnition J~'om Stereoscopic Cues. Edited by John E. W. Mayhew and John P. IA-isby. MIT Press, 
CAmbridge, MA. (1991). 260 pages. $50.00. 
Contents: 
I. Grant proposal. H. PMF stereo algorithm project. 1. PMF: A stereo correspondence algorithm using a 
disparity gradient limit. 2. Disparity gradient, Lipschitz continuity and computing binocular correspondences. 
3. Implementation details of the PMF stereo algorithm. 4. Binocular stereo algorithm based on the disparity- 
gradient limit and using optimization theory. 5. The role of disparity gradient in stereo vision. 6. Estimation 
of stereo and motion parameters using a variational principle. 7. On the reconstruction f a scene from two 
~tered  images. 8. A pipelined architecture for the Canny edge detector. 9. Parallel architectures for fast 
3D machine vision. 10. A multiprocessor 3D vision system for pick and place. III. 2.5D sketch project. 11. Seg- 
mentation and description ofbinocularly viewed contours. 12. Optimal combination fnndtiple sensors including 
stereo vision. 13. Viewpoint-invariant reconstruction f visible surface. 14. Invariant surface reconstructions us- 
ing weak continuity cczustralnts. 15. Comparison of the efficiency of deterministic and stochastic algorithms for 
visual reccmstruction. 16. Weak continuity constraints generate uniform scale-space descriptions ofplane curves. 
17. Detecting specular reflections using Lamhertian constraints. 18. Geometry from specularities. 19. Consistency 
maintenance in the REVgraph environment. 20. Location and description oftextured surfaces using stereo vision. 
IV. 31) model-based vision project. 21. Advances in 3D model identification from stereo data. 22. Dupin's cyclide 
and the cyclide patch. 23. Geometric reasoning in a parallel network. 24. SMS: A suggestive modelling system 
for object recognition. 25. WPFM: The workspaee prediction and fast matching system. 26. The design of the 
IMAGINE II scene analysis program. 27. In search of 'characteristic view' 3D object representations i  human 
vision using ratings of perceived ifferences betwee~ views. 28. Matching eometrical descriptions in three-space. 
29. TINA: A 3D vision system for pick and place. 30. Double and triple ambiguities in the interpretation f two 
views of ,~ scene. 
Lectares on the Co,piing Method. By Torgny Lindvall. John Wiley & Sons, New York. (1992). 257 pages. $49.95. 
Contents: 
I. Preliminaries. II Discrete theory. 1. Renewal theory. 2. Markov chains. 3. Random walk. 4. Card sb,Alin~. 
5. Poisson approximation. III. Continuous theory. I. Renewal theory. 2. Harris chains. 3. Maximal coupling. 
4. Regenerative processes. 5. On Markov processes. IV. Inequalities. 1. Strnssen's theorem. 2. Domination. 
3. DominAtion and monotonicity of Markov processes. 4. Examples of domination. V. Intensity-governed processes. 
1. Birth and death processes. 2. General birth and death processes. 3. Interacting particle systems. 4. Embedding 
in Poisson processes. 5. More renewal theory. 6. On a class of point processes. VI. Diffusions. 1. One-dimensional 
processes. 2. Multidimensional processes. Appendices. 1. Polish spaces. 2. Epilogue. 
Artificial Intelligence Applications in Manetsetarinll. Edited by A. (Fazel) Famili, Dana S. Nau and Steven H. 
Kim. MIT Press, Gmnbridge, MA end London, England. (1992). 455 pages. $39.95. 
Contents: 
I. Design and plmming. 1. Application of machine learning to indnstrial planning and decision making. 2. In- 
corporating special purpose re~urce design in pl&nnln~ to make more efficient plans. 3. Geometric reasoning using 
a feature algebra. 4. Backward a~*mhly planning. 5. Symmetry groups in solid modebbesed assembly planning. 
6. An expert system approach for economic evaluation ofmachining operation planning. II. Scheduling and con- 
trol. 7. Interactive problem solving for production plmming. 8. An abstraction-ba~d search and learning approach 
for effective scheduling. 9. ADDYMS: Architecture for distributed ynamic manufacturing scheduling. 10. An 
architecture for real time distributed schedulln~. 11. Teamwork among intelligent agents: Framework and case 
study in robotic service. 12. Exploiting local flexibility during execution of pre-computed schedules. III. Manufac- 
turing integration. 13. Symbolic representation a d planning for robot control systems in mamffacturing. 14. An 
architecture for integrating enterprise automation. 15. An intelligent agent framework for enterprise integration. 
16. Integrated software system for intelligent mmmfacturing. 17. Enterprise management network architecture: A 
tool for manufacturing enterprlse integration. 18. Design and mamffacturing: Integration through quality. 
Ennineerin~ and the Mind's Etc. By Eugene S. Fergnson. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA and London, England. 
(1992). 241 pages. $24.95. 
Contents: 
1. The nature of engineering design. 2. The mind's eye. 3. Origins of modem engineering. 4 The tools of 
visualization. 5 The develol~nent of and dissemination f engineering knowledge. 6. The mal~g of an engineer. 
7. The gap between promise and performance. 
Using Mstlab to Anslllze ind DesiRn Control $1ste~.~ By Neomi F_~rich ~ and WWiam S. Lovine. Ben- 
jamin/C-mm;-~ Publishing Company, Redwood City, CA. (1992). 134 pages. $12.95. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction. 2. Matlab fundamentals. 3. Plotting. 4. Setting up control problems. 5. Poles, zeros and 
time response. 6. Root locus plots. T. Frequency-domaln p ots. 8. State-space omputations. 9 Disorete-time 
control systems. 
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laao~sfie¢ Appli~6ons o/AHij~eial latellileace 4. Edited by A. Carlisle Scott and Philip Klahr. MIT Press, 
Cmnbridgr, MA. (1992). 336 pages. $30.00. 
Contents: 
L Customer service applications. 1 Smart: Support ~ ¢ n t  automated re.a~nin~ technology for compaq 
cnstomer service. 2. A knowledge-based ystem within s cooperative l~O~,~__~ug enviromnont, 3. Help desk: Uiin~ 
AI to improve customer service. If. Data analysis. 4. Making sense of gigabytes: A system for knowledge-based 
market analysis. 5. TPF dump analyzer. 6. Marvel: A distributed real-time monitoring and analysis appli~tion. 
IIL Finance applicatio,~s. 7 Phazes--The ~in~e European market adviser. 8. The credit assistant: The seomd 
leg in the knowledge highway for American Express. 9. MOCCA: A set of instruments tosupport mortgage credit 
granting. 10. Cresns: An integrated expert system for cash management. IV, Industrial applications. 11. DMCM: 
A knowledge-based cost-estimation tool. 12. SlunTMinder: A rational oil well completion design module. 13. An 
application ofmodel-based reasonin~ in experiinent design. V. R,egU].~;Ory appliCa~;ions. 14. A truly magic solution. 
15. Adjudipro. VL Routing applications. 16. Hub siaashing: A knowledge-based system for severe, temporm7 
airline schedule reduction. 17. Arachne: Weaving the teleplume network at NYNEX. VII. Software developmont. 
18. Knowledge-based code inspection with ICICLE. 19. Automatic programming for sequence control. 
Looie primer. By Colin Alien and Michael Hand. MIT Px~-~s, Cambridge, MA and London, England. (1992). 171 
pages. $12.95. 
Contents: 
I. Sentential logic. 1. Basic logical notions. 2. A fornud language for sentential logic. 3. Translation ofEnglish 
to sentential Wife. 4. Primitive rules of proof. 5. Sequents and derived rules. 6. Theorems. II. Truth tables. 
1. Truth tables for sentc~aces. 2. Truth tables for sequents. 3. Tautologies. 4. Indirect ruth tables. 5. English 
counterexamples. HI. Predicate logic. 1. A formal anguage for predicate logic. 2. Translation of English to 
quantified Wife. 3. Primitive rules of proof. 4. Sequents, theorems, and derived rides of proof. IV. Models. 
1. Finite interpretations and expansions with one-place predicates. 2. Finite countermodels forarguments with 
one-place predicates. 3 Finite counte~models forarguments with many-place predicates. 4 Infinite countermodels. 
lndej~aiteJ. By Molly Diesing. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA and London, England. (1992). 175 pages. $17.95. 
Contents: 
I. Deriving logical representations: A proposal. 1. Introduction. 2. The syntactic roots of indefinite inter- 
pretations. 3. Semantic partition and the interpretation f indefinites. 4. Syntactic factors in the semantics of 
NPs: A preview. II. Initial evidence in favor of the mapping hypothesis. 1. Introduction. 2. The readings of 
bare plurals. 3. The syntactic onnection: Deriving the two readings. 4. Two subject positions in Gemums: An 
IP/VP contrast. 5. Delineating the limits of the predicate classification. 6. Focus and the bare plural readings. 
7. Conclusion. HI. ~ree splitting and the interpretation f indefinites. 1. Introduction. 2 Tree splitting and quan- 
tification. 3. QR, presuppositions and the mapping hypothesis. 4.Dutch subjects, Turkish objects and specificity. 
5. Some final remarks on the nature of specificity. 6. Conclusion. IV. Presupposition, extraction and logical form. 
1. Introduction. 2 A taxonomy of indefmites. 3. Extraction from NP: Some initial observations. 4. Quantification 
and extraction from NP. 5. Formulating the extraction constraint. 6. Conclndin~ l--~narks. 
Geometr/c lnvariance in C0ntpeter ViJion. Edited by Joseph L. Mundy and Andrew Zisserman. MIT Press, 
Cambridge, MA. (1992). 540 pages. $50.00. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction--Towards a new framework for vision. I. Foundations. IA. Algebraic invariants. 2. In- 
variant heory and e~umerative combinatories of young tableaux. 3. Geometric interpretation f joint conic 
invariants. 4. An experimental evaluation ofprojective invariants. 5. The projection of two non-coplAnm" conies. 
6. The non-existence of general-case view-invariants, lB. Invariants of non-algebraic curves. 7. Noise resistant 
invariants of curves. 8. Semi-differeatial invarlants. 9. Projective invariants for curves in two and three dimen- 
slc~s. 10. Numerical evaluation of differe~ttial nd semi-differential invarisnts. 11. Recognizing eneral curved 
objects efficiently. 12. Fitting affme invaxiant conies to curves. 13. Projectively invariant decomposition f planar 
shapes. IC. Invariants from multiple views. 14. Invariant linear methods in photogrammetry and model-matching. 
15. Semi-ditferontial invariants for nonplanar curves. 16. Disambiguating stereo matches with spatio-temporul s r- 
faces. II. Applications. 17. Transformation invariant indexing. 18. Affme invariants for model-based recognition. 
19. Object recognition based on moment (or algebraic) invariants. 20. Fast recognition using algebraic invariants. 
21. Toward 3D curved object recognition from image contours. 22. Relative positioning with uncalibrated cameras. 
III. Appendix. 23. Appendlx--Project geometry for mathine vision. 
Ssrfsce Tovolo~w. By F. A. Firby and C. F. Gardiner. Ellis Horwood Limited, Chichester, England. (1991). 220 
pages. $32.50. 
Contents: 
1. Intuitive ideas. 2. Plane models of surfaces. 3. Surfaces as plane dlagranm. 4. Distinguiah|n~ surfaces. 
5. Patterns on surfaces. 6. Maps and graphs. 7. Vector fields o~ surfaces. 8. Plane tessellation ~tat iom of 
cmnlmct surfaces. 9. Some applications of tessellation representations. 10 Introducting the fundamental group. 
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Pattern Recolnition~Sfa6sticsl , Strsct~rai and Nesral A~roaches. By Robert Schalkoff. John Wiley & Sons, 
New York. (1992). 364 pages. $69.95. 
Contents: 
I. Introduction and general pattern recognition concc~s, I. Pattern recognition (PR) overview. II. Statistical 
pattern recognition (StatPR). 2. Introduction to statistics] pattern recognition. 3. Supervised learning (training) 
using parametric and nonparametric approaches. 4. Linear discriminant functions and the discrete ~ binary 
feature cases. 5. Unsupervised learning and clustering. IH. Syntactic pattern recognition (SyntPR). 6. Overview. 
7. Syntactic recognition via parsing and other grammars. 8. Graphical approaches toSyntPR. 9. l.~srnin~ via gram- 
matical inference. IV. Neural pattern recognition (NeurPR). 10. Introduction to neural networks. 11. Introduction 
to neural pnttern associators and matrix approaches. 12. Feedforward networks and training by backpropagntion. 
13. Content addreszable memory approaches and unsupervised learning in NeurPR. Appendices. 1. Linear algebra 
review. 2. Probsbility and random veriables/vectors. 3. Discrete mathematics review. 4. Descent procedures: 
Examples and error function contours. 5. Similarity measures, matching techniques, and scale-spoce Approaches. 
6. Geometry for elm-ification and state-space visualization. 
Constr6int-Based Grammar Formalisms. By Stuart M. Shieber. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1992). 183 pages. 
$24.95. 
Contents: 
I. Introduction. II. Constraint logics for linguistic information. 1. The structure of grammatical information. 
2. The PATR formalism. 3. Idealizations of the constraint-based view. 4. Constraint-based computer language 
description. 5. History of constraint-based formalisms. 6. The structure of constraint-based formalisms. 7. Appro- 
priate logics for constraint-based formalisms. 8. Properties of appropriate constraint-logic models. 9. Operations 
on models. 10. Existence of appropriate models of £L,C. III. Grammars and parsing. 1. Defining constralnt-based 
form~llsms. 2. Grammar interpretation. 3 The abstract parsing algorithm. 4. Auxiliary notions for item ~m~n- 
tics. 5. A correctness proof for the algorithm. 6. Instances of the abstract algorithm. IV. A compendium ofmodel 
classes. 1. Finite-tree models. 2. Infinite-tree models. 3. Eqtree models. 4. Graph models. V. Parsing as type in- 
ference. 1. Natural and computer languages. 2. A difference in semantics. 3. Constraint-based computer-language 
formAl;sins. 4. Extending £L,C with subsumption constraints. 5. Models for £-< VI. Conclusion. Appendix: L,C • 
Proof of properties of £L,C. 
Sh~rcd Memorl MsitiproceJsing. Edited by Norihiza Suzuki. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1992). 510 pages. 
$50.00. 
Contents: 
I. Experience. 1. Experience with the Firefly multiprocessor workstation. 2. Design and evaluation of snoop- 
cache-based multiprocessor, TOP-1. 3. Symbolic computation algorithms on shared memory multiprocessors. 
4. Experimental evaluation of algorithmic perform,~nce on two shared memory multiprocessors. II. Cache co- 
herency. 5. Formal verification of the gigamax cache consistency protocol. 6. An evaluation of cache coherence 
protocols for multiprocessom. 7 KRPP: The Kyushu University recon£q|urable parallel processor. Cache archi- 
tecture and cache coherence schemes. III. Software system. 8. Mustard: A multiprocessor UNIX for embedded 
real-tlme systems. 9. An mnplrical investigation of the effectiveness and limitations of automatic parallelizatlon. 
10. Fine-grain loop scheduling for MIMD maddnes. 11. Restructuring s parallel simulator to improve cache be- 
havior. 12. A replay mechanism for mostly functional parallel programs. 13. Abstracting data-representation and
partitionlng-scheduling in parallel programs. IV. Scalable shared memory multiprocemor. 14. Latency tolerance 
through multlthreading in large-scale multiprocessors. 15. Ceoju: A mu]tiprocessor system with a distributed 
shared memory scheme for modular circuit simulation. 16. Overview and status of the Stanford DASH multi- 
processor. 17. An analysis of shared-msmory s nchronization mechanisms. 18. A cache coherence mechanism 
for scalable cache coherence directories. 19. Dynamic pointer allocation for scalable cache coherence directories. 
20. Fault-tolerant design for multistage routing networks. 
Red~nd6n~ Dimk A~J--Rel~abler P~l le l  Seconda~ Stooge. By Gsrth A. Gibson. MIT Press, Csmbridge, 
MA. (1~2). 2SS page. $3S.00. 
Contents: 
I. Introduction. II. The importance of input/output. 1. Revisiting an old problem. 2. Rapidly growing 
processor performance. 3. New secondary storage tochnologies. 4. Replacing disks with DRAM: How soon? 
~. S~mm~ry. III. Redundant disk arrays, I. The emergence of disk arrsys. 2. Disk arrays as A threat to data 
reliability. 3. Encoding dsta for on-line redundancy. 4. Performance of redundant disk arrays. 5. Summary. 
IV. Chsracteriging disk lifetimes. I. Ch~racterlsing catastrophic disk failures. 2. In search of data on lifetime 
distributions. 3. Impmvlng disk mean lifethnes. 4. A sample of lifetime data. 5. Summary. V. Reliability 
modP];n~ 1. Reliability metric. 2. Related work. 3. Took and methods. 4. Independeslt disk faihires. 5. Dependent 
disk failures. 6. Independent disk failures with era-line spares. 7. Dependent di.b failures with on-line spares. 
8. Smm~y and conclusions. VI. Canclnsiccus. Appendices. A. Reliability pinndation. B. Effect on reliability of 
error in MTTDL. C. Goodness-of-fit testing. D. Comparison data for Chapter 5. 
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D1~6mic, Genetic Isnd Chsotic Prolrammi~ f. By Brsnko Sou~ek and the IRIS group. John Wiley & Smm, New 
York. (1992). 568 pages. $74.95. 
Contents: 
I. Dynamic neural networks versus automated knowledge acquisition. 1. Paradigm/problem matching. 2. Dy- 
namic systems control via associative r inforcement lesr,,~i-~. 3. Knowledge acquisition for dynamic system control. 
4. Analysis of ~-urront hack propogation and its application to language acquisition. 5. Recognition and reatora- 
tion of periodic patterns with time-dependent recurrent neural network. 6. Adaptive stack filtering by LMS and 
l>erception learning. 7. Automatic modeling of acoustic emission phenomena by neural networks. 8. Managing the 
traffic of a satellite communication network by neural network. II. Genetic algorithm and genetic programming. 
9. An introduction to adaptive optimization algorithrm, based on principles of natural evolution. 10. The genetic 
programming paradigm: Genetically breeding populations of computer programs to solve problems. 11. Genetic 
programs in robotics. 12. Efficient nmltiprocessor schedniing based on genetic algorithms. 13. A genetic algo- 
rithm for point pattern matching. 14. Artificial embryology: The genetic programming of an artificial embryo. 
15. Structure volution in neural systems. 16. Evolution strategies for circuit partitioning. III. The software of 
chaos with applications. 17. Continuous chaos and logical chaos. 18. Prediction of chaotic dynamical phenomena 
by a neural network. 19. Dynamic versus genetic version chaotic programming. 20. Parallel scheduling of random 
and of chaotic processes. 
A Cey, h,r~ o[ Csielti~a, Part L 189~-1968. By Tom M. Apestol, Hubert E. Chrestenson, C. Stanley Ogi]vy, 
Donald E. Richmond and N. James Schoonmaker. (1992). 462 pages. $36.00. 
Contents: 
1. History. 2. Pedagogy. 3. Functions. 4. Continuity, • and 8 discontinuities. 5. Differentiation. 6. Mean 
value theorem for derivatives, indeterminate forms. 7. Polynomials and polynomial approximations. 8. Maxima 
and minlm~. 9. Integration. 10. Numerical, graphical, and mechanical methods and approximation. 11. Infinite 
series and sequences. 12. Special numbers. 
A Cen~zrTl o] C6le~i~s t Part I I  t 1969-1991. By Tom M. Apesto], Dale H. Mugler, David R. Scott, Andrew Ster- 
rett, Jr. and Ann E. Watkins. (1992). 481 pages. $36.00. 
Contents: 
1. History. 2. Pedagogy. 3. Functions. a. Concepts. b. Trigonometric functions, c. Logarithmic functions. 
d. Exponential and hyperbolic functions. 4. Limits and contimiity. 5. Differentiation. a. Theory. b. Applications 
to geometry, c. Applications to mechanics, d. Differential equations. 6. Mean value theorem for derivatives, 
indeterminate forms, a. Mean value theorem, b. Indeterminate forms. 7. Taylor polynomials, Bernoulli polyno- 
mials and sums of powers of integers, a. Taylor polynomials, b. Bernoulli polynomials and sums of powers of 
integers. 8. Ma~dmA and minima. 9. Integration. a. Theory. b. Techniques of integration, c. Special integrals. 
d. Applications. e. Multiple integrals and line integrals. 10. Numerical, graphical, and mechanical methods and 
approximations (including use of computers). I I .  Infinite sequences and series, a. Theory. b. Series related to the 
harmonic series. 12. Special numbers. 13. The light touch. 
Vision. By PiesTe Buser and Michel Imbert. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1992). 559 pages. $45.00. 
Contents: 
I. Structure and organization of the retina. 1. Introduction. 2. Generalization organization. 3. Receptors 
and the pigment epithelium. 4. Topographic differences in receptor distributions. 5. Distribution of optic nm've 
fibers, visual fields, and binocular vision: Phylogenetic aspects. 6. Intermediate cellular layers. 7. Ganglion 
cell layer. 8. Glial cells. 9. Efferent nerve fibers. II. The physical characteristics of visual stimula. 1. Radiant 
energy: The fundamental radiometric units. 2. Light energy: Fundamental photometric units. 3. Color"mxetric 
units and quantities. HI. The psychophysical laws of visual sesumtion. I. Problems concerned with absolute 
thresholds. 2. Adaptation in the retina. 3. Simultaneous contrast, visual acuity, and spatial frequency resolution. 
4. Temporal effects: Temporal resolution. 5. Movement perception. 6. Real color vision. 7. Afterimages. 8. Visual 
space. IV. Genesis and elaboration of sigmds in the retina. 1. Retinal photochemistry. 2 The electroretinogram. 
3. The operation of retinal receptors. 4. The neuronal network in the retina. 5. Coding of the spatiotemporal 
characteristics of light stimuli. V. Mechanisms in the central visual pathways. 1. The midbrain visual centers. 
2. The lateral geniculate body. 3. The visual areas of the cortex. 4. The developin 8 visual system. Appendix. 
Abridged classification of primates. 
R~,,~iona] Cwrves and Sat[sees. By J. C. Fiorot and P. Jeannin. John Wiley & Sons, West Sussex, England. 
(1992). 316 pages. $34.95. 
Contents: 
1. General frmnework. 2. Rational curves: Determination from a massic polygon. 3. Alsorithms. 4. Local 
study: Construction of a BR-curve. 5. Conics as BR-curves. 6. Rational surfaces: Determination from a rn~|c  net. 
7. Parameter change in the case of a surface. 8. Affane and projective transforms of an SBP.-sudace. 9. Generation 
of SBR-sudace using BR-curves. 10. Masslc nets of quadrics as SBR-surfaces defined on [0,1] 2. 11. AlgorRhnm 
for cmnputlng on SBP.-surface. Appendices: BASIC and PASCAL programs. 
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Oeaetie Prosramminl--Oa the Prolramminf ol ComFIfera bw Meattt o! Natural ~Jeleetio~t. By John R. KoEa. 
MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1992). 680 pages. $55.00. Also available: Genetic progr-,mm|n,r---The Movie. By 
John R. Ko~ and James P. Rice. PAL, $44.95; SECAM, $44.95; VHS/NTSC, $34.95. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction and overview. 2. Pervasiveness of the problem of program Induction. 3. Introduction to 
genetic algorithma~ 4. The representation problem for genetic olgorithm~. 5. Overview of genetic programming. 
6. Detailed escription of genetic programming. 7 Four introductory examples of genetic programming. 8 Amount 
of processing required to solve a problem. 9. Nonrandomneas of genetic programming. 10. Symbolic regreaslon~ 
Error driven evolution. 11. Control--Cost driven evolution. 12. Evolution of emergent behavior. 13. Evolution 
of subsnmption. 14. Entropy-driven evolution. 15. Evolution of strategy. 16. Co-evointion. 17. Evolution of clas- 
sification. 18. Iteration, recundon, and setting. 19. Evolution of co~stndned syntactic structures. 20. Evolution 
of building blocks. 21. Evolution of hierarchies of building blocks. 22. Paralielization of genetic progrlmmtng. 
23. Rusgednees of genetic programming. 24. Extraneous variables and functions. 25. Operational issues 26. Re- 
view of genetic progrmnming. 27. Ccmparis<m with other paracU-~R~ 28. Spontaneous emergence of zetf-rep]icating 
and evolutionarily self-improving computer progrmns. Appendices. A. Computer implementation. B Problem- 
specific part of simple LISP code. C. Kernel of the simple LISP code. D. EmheIlishments to the simple LISP 
code. E. Streamlined version of EVAL. F. Editor for simplifying S-expressions. G. Testing the simple LISP code. 
H. Time-saving techniques. I. List of special symbols. J. List of special functions. 
Parallel Computational F uid Dinamics--lmplementations a d Results. Edited by Horst D. Simon. MIT Press, 
CAmbridge, MA. (1992). 345 pages. $45.00. 
Contents: 
I. Overview 1. Parallel CFD: Current status and future requirements. II Implementations onparallel ma- 
chines. 2. A parallel algorithm for compressible flows through rotor-stator combinations. 3 On a massively parallel 
Euler solver for unstructured grids. 4. A fast scheme to analyze 3D disk airflow on a parallel computer. 5. A 
uniform algorithm for boundary and interior egions. 6. Implicit CFD applications on message passing multipro- 
ceseor systems. 7. Block implicit multigrid solution of the Euler equations. HI. Numerical algorithms for parallel 
CFD. 8. A 3£) ADI algorithm on distributed memory multiproceesors. 9. Clustered element-by-element compu- 
tations for fluid flow. 10. Hypercube FFT and Fourier pseudospectral method. 11. An investigation of parallel 
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